Abstract-Recently, the NLP community has shown a renewed interest in lexical semantics in the extent of automatic recognition of semantic relationships between pairs of words in text. Lexical semantics has become increasingly important in many natural language applications, this approach to semantics is concerned with psychological facts associated with meaning of words and how these words can be connected in semantic relations to build ontologies that provide a shared vocabulary to model a specified domain. And represent a structural framework for organizing information across fields of Artificial Intelligence (AI), Semantic Web, systems engineering and information architecture. But current systems mainly concentrate on classification of semantic relations rather than to give solutions for how these relations can be created [14] . At the same time, systems that do provide methods for creating the relations tend to ignore the context in which the conceptual relationships occur. Furthermore, methods that address semantic (non-taxonomic) relations are yet to come up with widely accepted ways of enhancing the process of classifying and extracting semantic relations.
I. INTRODUCTION
Lexical semantics defined as the field that is concerned with the study of what individual lexical items mean, why they mean what they do, and how we can represent all of this [10] . Its concern lies within the changes of word meaning, identification, classification, and explanation of semantic changes [13] . It provides a wealth of theoretical proposals and empirical descriptions over many fields of applied research, like computational linguistics [24] , language acquisition and learning [25] [12] [23] , and how dictionaries are created, the science of lexicography [6] . A very interesting development with regards to lexical semantics is WordNet [20] , which is a lexical database that attempts to model cognitive processes.
However the semantic relations are not always clear [18] , some patterns can be vague as they represent various relations, e.g. "Hasan's car", and "Hasan's brother", has the same pattern but holds two relations, possession, and kinship respectively.
Another source of difficulty comes from the nature of the approaches used. Systems based on a purely syntactic approach demands manual intervention for analysis in preparing intermediate constructs for extracting these relationships [17] [2] . Besides that, syntactic patterns are also always limited in their representation power to a specific relation type, and as such are restricted to the set of processed examples [4] . Probabilistic approaches on the other hand [26] require the use of special kinds of resources like temporal data. These sources however do not always exist for all domains.
Existing systems mainly concentrate on classification of relations rather than to give solutions for how these relations can be created [1] . At the same time, systems that do provide methods for creating the relations tend to ignore the context in which the conceptual relationships occur. Furthermore, methods that address semantic relations of non-taxonomic type, are yet to come up with widely accepted ways of enhancing the process of classifying and extracting semantic relations.
In order to avoid this limitation we propose the use of semantic constrains to enforce such distinctions in discovering the relation; this is expected to yield better formulated patterns that actually represent the semantic constrains of the relation. Doing this in an automatic way (automatic recognition of semantic relationships) may include many potential methodologies and can be used in many NLP applications at the same time. NLP methods and theories in general implement some higher goals as a basis for automating the modeling of human agents' beliefs and desires in supporting their knowledge sharing [1] .
II. LITERATURE REVIEW
In the early days of lexical semantics, (before the 1950s) the nature of lexical meaning was concerned with the psychological conception where the meaning of the word was considered as mental entities [22] . Subsequently, structuralism (Ferdinand & Saussure, 1959) movement visualized language as an independent intra-linguistic system of relations between words, organized on the basis of lexical fields [8] . Based on the notion of structuralism of Paradis [21] , we adopt a cognitive approach for conceptually assigning the meaning of the lexical units. We therefore consider aspects of contextual meaning modulation that is relevant for a certain research task by integrating semantics, pragmatics and grammar [13] , [21] . The words in this approach are mapped directly to conceptual structure where these structures are evoked according to usage and the context [19] [7] [32].
Villaverde, Persson, Godoy, and Amandi [33] proposed a technique for the discovery of non-taxonomic relationships and 978-1-4799-8562-3/15/$31.00 ©2015 IEEE the extraction of lexical items that act as connectors between the related concepts. His technique is based on the analysis of syntactic structures and dependencies among concepts existing in a domain-specific text corpus. This technique explored semantic relationships between concepts as determined by the verbs used to connect the concepts.
Statistical approaches, like Sánchez and Moreno [29] learn non-taxonomic relationships based on the discovery of domainrelated verb phrases and use Web scale statistics to validate relationships instead of using domain texts. Other approaches like RelExt [31] uses a statistical measure of relevance to filter terms based on their observed frequencies in a domain specific corpus and then extracts highly ranked verbs and nouns according to their co-occurrence score. They are able to automatically identify relevant triples (pairs of concepts connected by a relation) over concepts from an existing ontology. Association rule mining is then applied for acquiring semantic, non-predefined relationships from texts.
In another line of research, a number of works have attempted to acquire information about semantic relations using syntactic patterns; the first one was Hearst in [15] who used syntactic patterns at hand as a basis to retrieve other relations. In this approach, an exhaustive inspection of text was done to identify instances of patterns that indicate a certain relation. A relation is recognized when a sequence of words in the text matches a pre-defined pattern. Subsequently, numerous algorithms have been applied to extending ontologies with hypernymy and holonymy relationships [2] .
Learning approaches using different learning algorithms like Decision trees [11] have also been applied. In these algorithms, the rules to generate relationships have to be created in advance. This however forces the end user to have an extensive knowledge of the domain or to be able to construct patterns for well-known relationships such as hypernymy, meronymy, etc.
Knowledge based method on the other hand depend heavily on the availability of many lexical resources such as machine readable dictionaries (MRD), lexical ontologies like WordNet, FrameNet [9] , and annotated corpora.
III. LEXICAL SEMANTICS
Lexical semantics as a branch related to NLP, requires a lot of lexical and structural resources, theories of implementation, tools to facilitate its usage, and annotations that provide samples. We know many language resources are available (such as machine readable dictionaries) that are available as a lexical storage with different kinds of information regarding the lexical items e.g. WordNet and FrameNet. Many corpora exist in different domains like SemCore, and XWN (extended WN). These resources need to be processed and annotated with different kinds of information, according to the application they can be used in.
Among the annotation types include word sense disambiguation (WSD), part-of-speech (POS) tag, lexical unit and named entity mention, and other forms of semantic annotations. As such NLP applications are considered as expensive applications in terms of the information they require for operation [27] .
Lexical semantics denotes meaning of words in terms of two factors [28] :
Structured word meaning where words have lexical relationships.
Context-sensitive word meaning, which means the meaning of the word, can vary with different contexts.
Since we adopt the cognitive approach that concerned with contextual meaning modulation, then we will be mainly concerned with the second factor. In this regard there are two kinds of relations that can reflect the intellectual meanings of a word, the taxonomic and non-taxonomic relations. The concentration for a long time has been on taxonomic relations, while the latter has not been identified well because it is the most difficult and not well agreed upon among researchers.
Non-taxonomic relations between concepts thus appear as a major block in enriching knowledge representation model [30] . The process of discovering non-taxonomic relations involves two distinct steps, first discover the existence of a relationship between a pair of concepts, and second label this relationship. Our research will then explore a specific form of nontaxonomic relation, which is the causality relation. Causality plays an important role in human cognition, as it greatly influences people's decision making [34] . It is concerned with what people's beliefs are, and how they represent their reasoning process.
IV. THE PROPOSED FRAMEWORK
Related works have largely focused on the discovery of the lexical semantic relationships within specific domains or by defining specific components, rather than generating generic relationship patterns for these relations [16] . We therefore need a way to detect the semantic patterns that encode a certain relation in text, across domains. We will also need to go beyond the predominantly used lexical syntax-level.
In this research, we will focus on learning semantic relationship patterns between word meanings by taking into consideration the surrounding context within the text (in a general domain). We believe that extracting learning criteria is much more important than just discovering the relations, because the resulting system can then be used to discover new relations beyond a specific corpus. There is a requirement for the learning process to address ambiguity by considering contextual properties to generate a comprehensive classifier model for specific lexical relations.
In this respect, word sense disambiguation (WSD) has been employed to return only the correct relation based on word usage or context. WSD involves the assignment of appropriate tags (from an inventory of semantic tags) to words based on the context in which the words occur. Current approaches to WSD tend to rely on dictionary-based, concept hierarchies (e.g. WordNet) or domain specific tags as inventories of semantic tags. These sense inventories tend to make excessively finegrained and occasionally redundant sense distinctions or tend are domain specific [35] . There is thus a need for a semantic framework that caters to focused sense disambiguation and particularly related to the task as hand.
The proposed framework comprises of: a word sense disambiguation method that is specifically designed for extracting appropriate causation senses.
an approach for using semantic features of causation to generate (automatically) causality semantic patterns. The derived patterns are essential for indicating semantic constraints of causation context within a given sentence. a qualitative evaluation method to determine the significance of causality patterns. A measure called causality factor (CF) has been defined to characterize the degree of likelihood of each pattern.
a graph based semantic (GBS) algorithm for identifying cause and effect components automatically based on the context of the sentence being examined. GBS is aimed at finding the most representative semantic feature within the context of causal relationships. In this way GBS determines sentences that are likely to hold a causal relationship. These relationships are then assigned a CF value to indicate the likelihood of causality.
a learning algorithm for inducing meta-level rules based on the discovered causality relations. Fig.1 gives an overview of the proposed framework representing the main components, the input sources, and the knowledge sources developed. This research thus combines innovative algorithms in the course of building a framework for extracting causal semantic patterns to classify causal relationships for general domain ontology in an automatic way. The framework will proceed in four main phases:
The first phase involves the acquisition step for constructing the knowledge sources to be used in this research.
The second phase involves the extraction of word senses of each of the cause and effect components within a causation sentence. It will need to make use of the semantic cover features SC. The extraction of the cover set and the disambiguation of word senses relating to causality (using the WordNet taxonomy as a reference) will be described in sections A and C. Here we also present a novel approach for word sense disambiguation (WSD) as the means for the discovering of causation-related senses.
The third phase involves the extraction of the set of semantic patterns (SSP) and the subsequent classification of causation sentences. The extraction of the causality contextual constructs (CCC) will be performed using causative cues as linkage phrases. The SSP and CCC knowledge base will serve as an input resource for extracting causation sentences together with the corresponding cause and effect components automatically (section F).
The fourth phase then determines the causality factor (CF) that indicates the likelihood of each causal relationship by employing the CIA algorithm (see sections G and H). This serves to both discover semantic patterns that actually characterize causal relationships as well as to validate the proposed CF measure.
This realization of such a semantic framework for the discovery of causality is illustrated in Fig. 2 .
A. Extracting semantic constrains of causality
We will start by extracting semantic constrains that can shed insights on different aspects of the causal relationships. The semantic features of causation provided by [5] serves as a general semantic cover (SC) for discovering the semantic patterns of causal relationships. The reason for choosing this cover set is that, even though there are many different ways to present a semantic relations, a limited number of semantic relationship patterns are preserved for a particular type of relationship [34] . Accordingly, these patterns have domain and language independent constraints relating to semantic features that can potentially represent a causation pair (of cause and effect).
The cover set for the 'Cause category' includes the following WordNet categories and their descendants: {causal_agent, psychological_feature, attribute, substance, phenomenon, communication, natural_action, organic_process}.
And the cover set for 'Effect category' includes: {psychological_feature, attribute, physical_process, phenomenon, natural_action, possession, organic_process}.
B. Extracting examples of relations
We use Wordnet and the SemEval datasets. In WN, causation relations defined between synsets. So we needed to consider all different possible combinations for each causation verb synset. This set was then nominalized with NOMLEX dictionary. This will produce the set of noun pairs in the form of (noun, noun), which were then looked up in WordNet to identify corresponding noun synsets.
The SemEval dataset is a rich corpus containing causal relationships expressed in clear consistent way. This resource was used as a comprehensive source of sentences that may hold causation in many possible forms [14] . It is thus considered a good benchmark for evaluating different representations of causation features 
C. Disambiguating causation-related -senses ( Purpose based disambiguation algorithm)
The input examples of causation pairs from WN and SemEval will be extended beyond its original context. Sense disambiguation will be performed based on our new approach of WSD called purpose based disambiguation. Our aim here is not to disambiguate noun pairs for just a given sentence but rather to find any likely sense of the word that could result in causation. Our approach will thus be able to:
Find all possible senses of the noun pairs that may lead to causation. Find the best semantic feature combinations of word senses that can represent causal semantic patterns.
The main steps of the algorithm are as follows:
Select examples of cause-effect synsets with sense abstractions that match a SC. Determine if the following conditions are satisfied for each cause/effect senses: o Calculate the causal-strength of the sense by measuring the number of applicable SC features in the hypernym chain of the synset. We will refer to this measure as the degree of redundancy. o Find the distance between the synset and a mapped hypernym node selected as its SC abstraction. We will refer to this measure as abstraction level. o Extract the synset with the best usage tag according to WN. Retrieve the set with the best matching word sense that satisfy at least one condition. Find all the possible combinations of sense mappings for representing cause and effect in the input example.
This stage produced 5092 pairs of disambiguated lexical relations from SemEval , and 481 pairs from WN. After that the set of semantic patterns (SSP) will be extracted through; gathering all disambiguated semantic pairs regardless of their input example, and then count the co-occurrence of each semantic pair. A snapshot of the compiled results from SemEval and WN is shown in Fig. 3 . The output of the proposed WSD approach and the semantic patterns will be:
Providing sense disambiguated pairs.
Providing the expected semantic patterns (regardless of the lexical words) that indicate causation in a sentence given that the sentence satisfies the constraints in a specific cause-effect pair.
Providing indication of the likelihood of specific semantic pattern to be used in representing causal relationships.
D. Classifying candidate causation sentences using CCC
Previous works have employed manual intervention for both the annotation of sentences that hold specific lexical relations and for pattern extraction and analysis [2] [3] . In this framework we tried to bypass part of this struggle by using causation cue phrases that can be used to predict the presence of causal relationships in sentences, which will be called causality contextual constructs CCC. This set of CCC was extracted using SemEval causation corpus, and Khoo [17] categories.
We parsed the input set of sentences to find the presence and position of the CCC. The extracted CCC is then used for classifying candidate causation sentences in all the related datasets as shown in Table 1 . The list of sentences extracted from these datasets will then be used as input for learning new causality relations. 
E. Gold standard
In order to validate the experimental results for classifying causality relations, a gold standard was required. We needed to compile a corpus of causation sentences that represents the different forms of causation sentences and have a high degree of consensus on judgment with human experts. The sentences were selected randomly but we ensured the presence of different forms of CCC through manual inspection. Table 2 reflects the human judgment of the two experts on the causation sentences gathered from each of the abovementioned corpuses. The results for Senseval2, and Senseval3 were relatively low, so only SemCor and XWN considered. Kappa statistics produced a Kl value of 0.83. 
F. Causal relationships labeling-Graph Bsed Smantics
The GBS algorithm is aimed at labeling candidate cause and effect pairs within sentences, Fig. 4 . The corpus used is from a general domain with only standard NLP annotations; no special corpus was required for the purpose. GBS is based on the following hypotheses:
Words in a sentence are semantically related to each other The nearest co-located noun to an identified causal phrase is a more likely candidate for characterizing the cause and effect components, The semantic cover for both the cause and effect components will be used as the basis for characterizing causation within sentences. The term with the shortest distance to a semantic cover abstraction in the WN hypernym chain will be considered a better representative concept for representing cause or effect components. We therefore see a causal relationship as a relationship between two relating concepts based on the notion of expected semantics (which is implicit in the semantic cover and SSP).
The main steps of this algorithm are: Determine the causal relationship template based on the CCC identified. Extract a window for each of the cause and effect parts surrounding the CCC. Build a graph for each window. Specify the semantic relation that is suitable for each window. Process each graph to find the best candidate as a semantic feature that represents the cause or effect components. Extract the representative noun within the window that corresponds to the candidate feature.
The algorithm achieved a precision of 78% and recall of 75% in comparing with the gold standard corpus. This performance of the GBS was attained for sentences with the correct identification of both cause and effect (Table 3) . 
G. Causality Factor (CF)
We designed a qualitative measure to specify the strength of causal relationships based on the likelihood of such relations. We recorded the likelihood of each semantic pattern in SSP in representing a causal relationship. CF levels will be in three levels 1, 2 and 3 with 3 is the highest level. The levels were distinguished based on visual inspection of the three key distribution patterns as shown in the graph, Fig.5 (high frequency pairs, intermediary frequency pairs and the long tail of rarely occurring pairs). The importance of using CF (as causality indicator) is to resolve complications of the learning process to extract causation rules. This will be done using the Conditional Iterative Adjustments (CIA) procedure in the next section. 
H. Conditional Iterative Adjustment (CIA)
As the name implies, CIA uses a set of conditions to iteratively configure the set of relations that will be subsequently used for learning new rules for extracting causation relations, Fig. 6 . CIA will be performed to reduce the number of ambiguous examples and, also to characterize the patterns to be used later by the classifier. The output of the GBS algorithm is both useful in identifying new relations and also in formulating rules for extracting new relations. The C5.0 classifier will be employed for this purpose. We recorded the likelihood of representing causality for each semantic pattern retrieved by GBS; each semantic relation serves as a good indicator of importance for representing the causal relationships. We needed to design the input format for the input records to C5.0 tool. The input record will consist of five items as follows:
[cause level1, effect level1, cause level2, effect level2, relation] Table 4 shows the semantic relations learned from CIA. 
V. DISCUSSION
We have identified the following knowledge gaps in our efforts to extract causal relationships:
The lack of a complete set of CCC. Although our list had expanded on Khoo's previous work, it still needs to be expanded further. Although the SC features provided a good generalization of relations, there can always be exceptions.
Only a limited number of positive and negative examples were available to us, despite consideration of an extensive set of resources.
In the course of this work, we have also updated the cover sets on causality from past research. The identification of negative examples can be seen to be useful for providing insights for linguists in building improved theories on causation.
In analyzing the results obtained, we identify the following limitations that has affected the ability of the proposed pipeline in extracting and annotating causal relationships:
Correct sense could not be identified: In many cases we were not able to find the correct sense for a particular word in WN. These are mainly due to the knowledge gaps in the encoding of words senses in WN. Words not identified by WN:In some cases the nouns themselves were not identified by WN or was identified but a hypernym relation in WN was not found. Although a noun may then be disregarded, the sentence will still need to be considered. In our case, we were able to overcome this problem as processing was still continued by using the rest of the nouns in the sentence. Long misleading sentences that contain more than one CCC:This was evident of the SemCor corpus, where sentences tend to be long and may contain more than one CCC for the cause, or effect. In this case, we restricted our pipeline to extract a single case of nounnoun relation. Cause and effect terms need not be just a single word:In some sentences the nature of the cause or effect are expressed as a phrase or clauses of multiple words. As this research only considered relations between single nouns, the handling of this case would be described as future works. Errors in the incorrect identification of a CCC in a sentence: Our set of CCC needed to be expanded to include many more examples of the linkage and connective forms. Difficulty in characterizing the appropriate level of feature abstraction:The use of shortest path traversal was not effective in identifying an appropriate abstract cause or effect feature. We then refined GBS to select the words with the shortest path that is also nearest to the CCC element in a sentence.
VI. CONCLUSIONS
The nature of the undertaken research requires a huge set of examples, which are richly annotated combined with many other knowledge resources for enabling an accurate classification of semantic relations. We have so far taken the first step to address the challenges faced; further interdisciplinary work will be needed to build resources to fully address the concern.
We focused on the extraction of causality relations through the use of a predominantly semantic approach to address the challenging problem of discovering both explicit and implicit forms of causal relationships. Based on our empirical study of 978-1-4799-8562-3/15/$31.00 ©2015 IEEE causation, we have highlighted the knowledge gaps in past research then duly addressed these gaps by formulating a framework that has demonstrated that a purely semantic approach is viable. So the following research goals achieved:
Facilitating the discovery of causal relationships using expectation semantics and contextual information through a guided pipeline within a novel framework. Development of knowledge bases that can then be used as a basis for semantic causality extraction and easily be adopted for ontology learning projects. This includes the sense annotated semantic cover (SC) set with an indication sentence coverage, a set of semantic patterns (expected semantic pairs) that could represent the variety of causality relation examples, the collection of causality contextual constructs, a collection of sentences indicating the presence of causality relations (or partial relations), and a rule-set that characterizes potential causation relations (which includes non-obvious interesting patterns) classified according to the causality factor measure. Designing a new qualitative method to evaluate the significance of the discovered causation patterns.
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